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Wabbi Named to CIOReview’s 20 Most Promising DevOps Companies of 2020
Recognized for delivering AppSec in DevOps without sacrificing agility

Boston – June 16, 2020 – Wabbi, a SecDevOps orchestration platform, announced today that it has been named to CIOReview’s annual list of Most Promising DevOps Companies. A distinguished panel of CEOs, analysts and CIOs produce the annual list to recognize powerful yet innovative solutions in the field of development and operations. Wabbi joins the ranks of prestigious innovators previously honored including CloudBees, JFrog and Splunk.

“As our mission is to make Application Security a routine part of DevOps, it’s great to be recognized for our role in the evolution of DevOps,” said Brittany Greenfield, Founder & CEO, Wabbi. “Just as the increased demand for efficiency and speed in the pipeline paved the way for DevOps, so has it for SecDevOps, which enables the integration of AppSec into existing Development pipelines to reduce security risk without sacrificing agility or velocity.”

Wabbi’s platform has pioneered delivering SecDevOps in the modern Software Development pipeline by automating Application Security processes to break down data silos and deliver actionable information throughout the SDLC. Wabbi’s proprietary project profile creates a custom project-level algorithm based on its attributes to assign policies, prioritize security issues and manage governance. From cutting-edge software startups to leaders of industry, enterprises de-risk project delivery, increase Developer productivity and amplify the ROI of existing AppSec programs with Wabbi’s SecDevOps platform.

“We are glad to announce Wabbi as one of the 20 Most Promising DevOps Solution Providers of 2020,” said Justin Smith, Managing Editor, CIOReview. “This recognition is a testament to the focus of Wabbi on decentralizing the management of AppSec and enabling development teams to own the day-to-day execution and capture the productivity benefits of implementing security throughout the development lifecycle.”

Read more about Wabbi’s SecDevOps Orchestration Platform in the July edition of CIOReview or visit wabbisoft.com.
About Wabbi

Wabbi’s SecDevOps Orchestration Platform makes your code as secure as your policies. Delivering Application Security into the modern software development pipeline, Wabbi derisks project delivery to improve developer productivity while reducing the attack surface. From small companies to Fortune 500 enterprises, Wabbi consistently deploys and governs AppSec in existing software development processes. To learn more, visit [www.wabbisoft.com](http://www.wabbisoft.com) or contact [info@wabbisoft.com](mailto:info@wabbisoft.com).

Twitter: @HiWabbi
LinkedIn: [http://linkedin.com/company/hiwabbi](http://linkedin.com/company/hiwabbi)

About CIOReview

In today's dynamic global economy, the ability to be agile and responsive to change is more important than ever before. Information and the interactions around it have become key assets of most enterprises, and making correct decisions in shrinking cycle times is the defining operating characteristic of winning companies. CIOReview, a technology magazine, has been at the forefront of guiding organizations through the continuously disruptive landscape and providing enterprise solutions to redefine the business goals of enterprises tomorrow. For more information, visit [www.cioreview.com](http://www.cioreview.com) or contact Richard Watson, [Richard@cioreview.com](mailto:Richard@cioreview.com).